RENZOKUSEI SCANS IS RECRUITING AGAIN!

WE ARE CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR ALL POSITIONS. WE NEED J>ETranslators, AND CLEANERS THE MOST.

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN JOINING RENZOKUSEI SCANS, HEAD OVER TO OUR SITE AT RENZOKUSEISCANS.BLOGSPOT.COM/
Hello, manga readers!

Is one of your favorite mangas currently dropped, or a considerably stalled project? Would you like to see it picked up again? Then look no further!

The Reader's Choice is an event that we are holding just for that. Starting again on February 15th, we will be taking requests specific to this event. At the end of the time frame, whichever series has the most votes, we will pick up!

So, how do you request your manga? Just head over to this URL for full information:

http://tinyurl.com/thereaderschoice
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Long, long ago, there was a "Great Battle." Along with their kin and creatures, they eternally contended for the throne labeled "the Sole God." The gods, the absolute supremacy of the world, had abruptly come to an end. With the combined destruction of all species, this god who watched on as a spectator who took no part in the conflict sat on the throne labeled "the Sole God" with unearned victory. There was but one god remaining as a pillar of strength. Through the death of the sky, oceans, earth and stars, this at that point in time.
HIS WORDS WERE AN "OATH" THAT FORMED AN ABSOLUTE RULE.

THAT DAY, "BATTLE" WAS NO MORE IN THE WORLD.
But those who once called themselves intelligent spoke

Battle may be no more, but conflict has not yet ended.

You, who use your reason, intelligence, ability, and resources to the utmost,

Exceed, the sixteen races that claim intelligence,

Then...

Amass spires of wisdom

Prove thy own intelligence.

Thus, through the "Ten Oaths," war was no more in the world.

The name of the being that became the sole god was Tet, once called the "God of Games."

The tale of so long ago for the world that would be called "The Board World."
WHAT A HELL OF A JOKE...

HERE COMES A NEW CHALLENGER!

...TWO SHUT-INS FROM THE REAL WORLD ARE SAYING "HELLO THERE~" TO THAT FANTASY WORLD.
THE LUCIA CONTINENT
THE FINAL COUNTRY OF IMANITY: THE ELCHEA KINGDOM.

THE FINAL CITY: THE CAPITAL, ELCHEA.

THERE, OUTSIDE OF A TAVERN'S WINDOW...
...Hey, could you hurry it up?

B-be quiet, will you.

I'm in the middle of thinking.

What's the up roar?

We came from the middle of 'nowhere'.

It's the 'succeeding king selection' gamble tournament.

It's the dying will of the last king.

...Ah? You don't know?

What's all the hype?
“RATHER THAN BE OF MY BLOOD, THE SUCCEEDING KING SHALL BE HUMANKIND’S GREATEST GAMBLER.

THINGS’VE GOTTEN PRETTY UGLY...

SINCE NOW ELCHEA’S ALL THAT WE HAVE LEFT, AFTER ALL.

THAT’S STEPHANIE DORA, THE PREVIOUS KING’S GRANDKID.

AND THAT REDHEAD THERE...

IMANITY’S LOSING STREAK HAS THE COUNTRY UP AS A GAMBLING PRIZE.
...HMM.

Borders and even the king is decided by games...

I s'pose that'd be pretty exciting.

That's because if things go according to the will, the royalty loses everything.

She's just trying to be the next king herself.

The grandkid of the guy who had insanity on a losing streak...

Sounds fun.

A full house.

Sorry 'bout that.

So, mister?

This really the time to be worrying 'bout her?
A ROYAL STRAIGHT FLUSH?!

LIKE YOU COULD JUST GET A HAND LIKE THAT WITH THE ODDS OF 650 THOUSAND TO ONE!

WHAT, NOW DON'T BE UPSET. WHAT'S YOUR BASIS?

MY GOOD SIR.

AS PER THE OATH, THE WAGER WILL BE UNCONDITIONALLY ADHERED TO.

THE SIXTH OF THE "TEN OATHS"...
Have they... forgotten what they themselves had wagered?

Thanks... Gramps.

I gratefully accept.

And what you wagered was "all the money on you."

Those two just go ahead and wager even their own lives.

A royal straight flush while looking away...?
Anyone would declare cheating at a hand like that.

"Course it was."

SO ALL IT MEANS IS DON'T GET CAUGHT.

Fraudulence detected during a game will be regarded as defeat.

Eighth of the Ten Oaths:

AND WE GOT SOME FUNDING WHILE WE WERE AT IT.

We needed to confirm it, didn't we?

Don't you know, little sister?

The value of credit currency is something that we decide.

...Nii...

You know how the money here works?
One night with a meal.

How many nights will this get?

...So, how many nights?

Wanna learn the trick behind lying?

Otherwise, the minute ones won't be erased.

And most importantly...

Don't let your eyes wander.

Keep your expression exaggerated. Don't kill the inflection in your voice.
CAREFULLY CHOOSE WHO YOU LIE TO.

GOT IT?

SHE'S PLAYING POKER BUT DOESN'T KNOW WHAT THE TERM POKER FACE MEANS...

SURE LOOKS LIKE IT.

...she's losing...

YOU MAY NEVER REVER YOUR DEAR BROTHER...

SOMETHING GOING ON?

Yeah like that one.
BUT MAN, THIS HERE REALLY IS A FANTASY WORLD...

ARE WE UNUSUALLY CALM BECAUSE WE PLAY TOO MANY GAMES?

DOESN'T HAVE A HINT OF FEELING REAL.

IT'S NOT THAT CHEATING IS IMPRESSIVE, BUT HOW IT'S DONE.

DON'T SAY THAT, NOW.

Ni, for shame.

Ni, for shame.

But that's fantasy for you.

Even the cheating is out there.

...BUT MAN, THIS HERE REALLY IS A FANTASY WORLD...
...Oh come on.

Can't you see you're being cheated?

Huh?

...I think... it is...

OK then...

Is it safe to say it now?
MAAAAN
I'M
BEAAAAT!

SO WE'RE
SAYING THAT
MASTER ONE
TALENT SO
HARDCORE IT
CARRIES INTO
EVERYTHING!

THAT'S
IT!

FROM
HERE

I thought
vs. veteran
shut-ins had
weak physiques,
but we could
still walk
so much...

Don't...
Don't make
me walk so
much when
I haven't been
outside in
forever...

That's not
what I meant

cause we play
games with our
feet?

..I meant...
TRUE ENOUGH, I WAS THINKING ABOUT WHAT TO DO WHEN THIEVES ATTACKED US.
SHALL X TAKE EVERYTHING FROM CLOTHES TO INFORMATION?

IF YA WANNA PASS THROUGH, YA GOTTA DO A GAME WITH US!
THE TEN OATHS

THE UNCONDITIONAL RULES
THE GOD OF THIS WORLD CREATED.

"NINE" WRAPS THEM TOGETHER WITH ITS 'THE ABOVE'...

[One] All bloodshed, war, and pillage is forbidden throughout world.

[Two] All conflict shall be resolved through the outcome of games.

[Three] In games, wagers will be made on what both parties decide to be of equal value.

[Four] Unless contrary to "Three", the game content and things wagered do not matter.

[Five] The challenged party has the right to decide the contents of the game.

[Six] "As per the Oath", the wager will be unconditionally adhered to.

[Seven] All matters for group conflicts will be decided by a representative.

[Eight] Fraudulence detected during a game will be regarded as defeat.

[Nine] The above rules are unconditionally everlasting, upheld in the name of God.

[Ten] Everyone should get along while playing games.

WE GOT DRAGGED HERE BY SUCH A KID...

THIS HAS TO BE SARCASM...

THAT "GOD" SURE HAS A NICE PERSONALITY.
...you really made it, my little sister...

He makes us walk our legs off on our fifth all-nighter and he doesn't want a single complaint...

In works where they're adrift in another world like this...

Now then, where do we go from here?

The principle is to worry about an easy way to get home first, but...
...WHY DID THEY ALWAYS TRY TO GO BACK TO "THAT KIND OF WORLD"?

HEY, SHIRO.

THE PROTAGONISTS OF ALTERNATE WORLD STUFF...
KNOCK...

KNOCK

KNOCK...

Can you let me go for a little whilst?

Oh, shud, while getting embraced by you is more than your brother deserves.

I am named Stephanie Dora.

It's concerning the matter at noon...

What motive lies behind the sudden visit of imanity's royalty...

...may I come in?

Ah, yes, yes?

Yes, yes?